NORDIC D’LUXX Flowerpot and Lantern are designed by the acclaimed Danish designer Henrik Pedersen from 365° NORTH in a modern, Nordic and organic design. Flowerpot breaks away from the traditional flowerpot and adds multi functions that can be used both inside and outside for flowers and plants, as an ice bucket, wine cooler, speaker and as a light source. With the built-in LED light, both Flowerpot and Lantern can light up a late summer evening, when you are sitting outside on the terrace. In addition to the adjustable light, Flowerpot can also be used as a speaker. Stream and play your favourite music and create memorable moments with friends and family.
NORDIC D’LUXX Flowerpot and Lantern are manufactured in a break- and frost-proof plastic material that tolerates temperatures down to minus 20 degrees Celsius, with a nice leather handle with stainless steel rivets. With the wire connected, it can therefore also be placed outdoors in the garden, in the driveway or at your front door. Set the timer in your Flowerpot and come home to bright light in the dark winter hours, or use the timer to safeguard your house by letting it be lit when you are away. IP65 approved for outdoor use. Food approved in accordance with EC 1935/2004, 10/2011. CE approved.

WATERPROOF SPEAKER IN FLOWERPOT
All 3 Flowerpot sizes are also available with light, also with built-in Bluetooth speaker, which is waterproof and therefore able to be left outside. Stream and play your favourite music from streaming services or from your smartphone, at the entrance when your guests arrive, when you are having a nice time in the garden or at the dinner table with light and wonderful lounge music.

APP CONTROLLED
Control your Flowerpot and Lantern with a free APP on your Smartphone connected via Bluetooth and get access to your favourite music and streaming services. Play your favourite music with the built-in Bluetooth speaker that can play up to 6 hours on a fully charged battery. High performance and great sound. Light in a myriad of colours makes it possible via the app to set your favourite colour or to apply one of the pre-set light programmes such as Light Therapy, Sunrise, etc. Lights up to 12 to 15 hours on a fully charged battery, depending on the size of the pot. Charge your Flowerpot and Lantern and place it wherever you like.

DOWNLOAD APP
When the NORDIC D’LUXX App has been downloaded and installed from the App Store (IOS) or Google Play (Android), you can with the help of the user manual control light and sound on your Flowerpot and Lantern. If you have more than one, you can control them individually or you can group them and name them. Set them to the preselected light functions such as Spa Light, Sunrise, Breathing or Random or make your own. Timer function can be connected.
LUXX FLOWERPOT
Available in 3 sizes with light only and in 3 sizes with both light and built-in Bluetooth speaker.

LUXX Flowerpot XL
10586 Light
10346 Light & Speak

LUXX Flowerpot L
10344 Light
10345 Light & Speak

LUXX Flowerpot M
10341 Light
10342 Light & Speak

LUXX LANTERN S
Available only with light but in packages with 1, 2 or 3 pieces.

LUXX Lantern S
10331 Light 1 pack

LUXX Lantern S
10332 Light 2 pack

LUXX Lantern S
10333 Light 3 pack
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